We have extended the Universal Force Field for to cover all moieties present in the most extensive framework library to date, i.e. the Computation-Ready Experimental (CoRE) database (Chem. Mater. 26, 6185 (2014)).
Introduction
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a class of inorganic-organic crystalline materials, formed by combination of a metal or metal oxide cluster ('connector') with an organic 'linker' molecule. Since the publication of the now famous MOF-5 in 1999, 1 over twenty thousand different MOFs have been synthesised and applied to tasks ranging from gas storage and separation, [2] [3] [4] where the high surface area and pore volume is important; optical and chemical sensing 5, 6 in which the geometric arrangement of the linkers and electron transport within the framework are important; drug delivery and catalysis, [7] [8] [9] [10] where pore geometry and specific chemical interaction with the framework are important properties. Emphasising the increasing prominence of MOFs in materials chemistry, the Computation-Ready Experimental (CoRE) database 11 of MOF structures was recently compiled from crystal structures archived in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). 12 CoRE is a database of over 5000
high-quality reference structures for computational screening and development and is thus an excellent means to parameterize and validate a general force field for molecular framework materials.
The effectively infinite number of possible frameworks combined with the varied applications mean that computational investigation of these systems is vitally important, yet the periodic nature, and often large unit cells of MOFs, precludes the routine use of well-known computational methods such as Density Functional Theory (DFT). In particular, the desire to computationally screen vast numbers of plausible framework structures necessitates the use of highly efficient computational methods. Several groups have employed a variety of approaches in developing force fields for MOFs. [13] [14] [15] A number of force fields have been developed to accurately describe individual important MOFs. One of the first such was the extended MM3 16 force field for MOF-5 17 and for later Copper paddlewheel -based MOFs, 18 both from Schmid and coworkers. Recently, Smit and coworkers derived a force field from entirely periodic calculations to predict the CO 2 and H 2 O adsorption isotherms in Mg-MOF-2 such as UFF in the study of MOFs, however, the UFF parameters for many metals were derived from structures where a metal-carbon single bond could be identified and where there was a lack of crystal data, others were interpolated. It was the lack of UFF parameters appropriate for common MOF building blocks, most notably octahedral Copper and Zinc, that prompted the development of UFF4MOF.
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The UFF4MOF extension to UFF focussed on a training set of specific, inorganic building blocks that partially comprise several common MOFs. The search criteria used to extract structures from the CSD required at least one M-(O, N, B, P, S, C) bond and at least one (O, N, B, P, S, C)-(N, P, S, C) bond. These criteria therefore include frameworks such as Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks (ZIFs), while excluding simple mineral compounds such as metal oxides and carbides.
In this paper we present a set of parameters designed to further extend UFF4MOF for the accurate calculation of framework materials from the entire periodic table. New parameters are presented for all alkali, alkaline earth metals, transition metals and lanthanide atoms observed in the CoRE database. In line with our work on UFF4MOF, 37 where UFF does not include atom types corresponding to the molecular geometry observed in the framework, we introduce the corresponding new atom type. All parameters presented here can be appended to the already existing UFF4MOF (and thus UFF) parameter lists and thus are readily available for any software with an UFF implementation.
Methods

Atom Typing
For a UFF calculation to proceed, a UFF atom type and connectivity information must be assigned to each atom in the input structure. The atom typing procedure is implemented in Python, employing the ASE library. 60 For each CoRE framework structure, a first guess for connectivity is generated, based on the interatomic distances and covalent radii. Following the UFF atom type formalism, we consider an atom type to be entirely defined by specification of the bond radius and angle, all other parameters being equal for atom types of the same element. We do not re-derive any non-bonded parameters, leaving them the same as the original UFF values. The parameter derivation procedure is broadly similar to that outlined in our previous work, 37 where bond angles are determined by observation and radii are determined by fitting to reference data. All calculations were carried out using the General Utility Lattice Program (GULP). 63, 64 As in the original derivation of UFF parameters, no partial charges were employed 30 in either cluster or periodic calculations.
Cluster models were cut from the reference crystallographic information files and saturated with hydrogen atoms as needed. For each cluster model, the geometry was optimised, changing the prototype new parameter (bond radius) in 0.02Å increments from 0.9 -2.3Å, the bond radius was then chosen to minimise the error in metal-metal and metal-oxygen bond distances. In the case of alkali and alkaline earth metals the scan range was extended to 0.9 -2.6Å. All scan data is presented in the Supplementary Information. Parameters are named according to the standard UFF convention, whereby the first two characters correspond to the chemical symbol, using an underscore as the second character in the case of a single character chemical symbol. The third character symbolizes the geometry, in addition to those geometries already defined by Rappé, 30 we add 8 = cubic antiprism. The final two columns are used to indicate alternate parameters, such as oxidation state. In these columns we employ the letter "f" to indicate framework parameter and leave the (assumed positive) oxidation state in the final column.
The original UFF4MOF added two new oxygen atom types (O 3 f and O 2 z) that were straightforwardly derived as hybrids of the existing (Rappé) UFF atom types. In a similar fashion, we propose a hybrid sulfur parameter, S 3 f, which uses the 0.854Å bond radius of Rappé's S 2 parameter, but has a tetrahedral angle. An example of a structure where this parameter yields better agreement with the experimental structure (compared to the Rappé parameter S-3+6, which has a significantly longer bond radius of 1.027Å) is CSD refcode LUNBAX. 65 
Breathing and solvent-stabilized MOFs
The solvent removal procedure employed in generating the CoRE database does not consider whether the removed solvent molecules are essential to maintaining the structural integrity of the framework. A notable case of such stabilization by solvent molecules is the well-known MIL-53, where the narrow pore structure is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between (i) solvent oxygen and hydrogen from the [AlO 4 (OH) 2 ] octahedra, (ii) solvent hydrogen molecules and framework oxygen atoms and (iii) solvent oxygen and solvent hydrogen. 66, 67 In these cases, naïve optimization of the solvent-free structure, that fails to adequately consider the effects of temperature and dispersion, will result in a different structure being obtained (the large pore structure for MIL-53). Where geometry optimization produced a structure with any cell parameter deviating by > 20% from the original CoRE structure, we retrieved the original structure from the CCSD to confirm adsorbed molecules as the cause of the deviation and we exclude them from analysis in this work. We have manually repaired many of these frameworks and we will consider them in a future work. After this exclusion, we are left with 4892 frameworks. From these 105 environments, 14 were adequately covered by Rappé's UFF parameters, 12 had parameters previously derived in UFF4MOF, 37 in two cases an existing tetrahedral parameter could be applied to an antiprism geometry and in six cases there was no suitably regular structure from which to derive a new parameter. Consequently there were 71 environments for which a UFF parameter could be derived. These 71 new UFF4MOF parameters are shown in Table 1 . For each of the 71 environments a single model structure from CoRE was chosen to use as the basis for parameter derivation. The structure that best matched the "ideal" environment (e.g: perfect planarity and 120 degrees angles for a trigonal planar environment.) was chosen, and in the case that more than one structure was equally suitable, the one with phenyl-based linkers was preferred, ensuring that the metallic cluster was consistently well described by a cutout. A complete list of the detected environments and the CCSD refcodes of the structures used to derive the new UFF parameters (i.e. the training set) is contained in the Table S1 . Because the atom typing process relies on comparison with idealised reference geometries, the inclusion of a less than complete set of reference geometries will alter the assigned atom types. To consider only a single bond angle as a simple example; an angle of 100
• may be typed as either octahedral (90 • ) or tetrahedral (109.47
• ). When a parameter is available for both environments, the better fitting one, where all angles are fitted with the least deviation is chosen. In the simple 1-D case above, the tetrahedral parameter (which has an error of 9.47 • ) vs. an error of 10 • in the octahedral case), will be chosen. However, if only an octahedral parameter is available, then this parameter will be assigned with only marginally less confidence. Therefore, to illustrate the performance of the new UFF4MOF parameters, we consider three distinct sets of CoRE MOFs: Firstly all structures were typed using UFF4MOF parameters (those developed so far and the extension currently presented here), but any structures containing non-Rappé parameters were discarded. This resulted in 1894 structures being retained and 1761 of these (that were not missing essential solvent molecules) were optimized. Secondly, all structures were typed using only the original UFF parameters. A total of 2309 structures were successfully typed (of which 2281 were optimized). The difference between these two subsets, shows that 415 structures contained atomic environments that were able to be typed more than one way and are better typed using the UFF4MOF parameter. Finally, structures were typed using the complete set of UFF + UFF4MOF parameters. 5089 of the 5109 CoRE structures were successfully typed with these parameters and 4892 were optimized. The difference between the second and third sets immediately illustrates the utility of the UFF4MOF parameters, raising the number of calculable CoRE systems from less than half, to over 99.5%.
To assess the accuracy of the new parameters, fully periodic classical, constant pressure geometry optimisations were undertaken from each typed structure, simultaneously optimising These figures rise slightly to 76.6 and 94.3% when structures are typed using both UFF and UFF4MOF parameters, but optimised using only the original UFF, discarding any structures that require UFF4MOF parameters, however, only 1761 structures are capable of being optimized in this case. Comparing only the two sets of calculations that employed UFF parameters only, the modest increase in accuracy when atoms are typed using the superset of UFF4MOF and Rappé's parameters, gives an indication of the influence of mistyping 'intermediate' atomic environments, where metal atoms may be typed as either octahedral or tetrahedral.
Limits on accuracy
In our previous work, 37 we noted cases in which a UFF4MOF optimization might generate atomic positions that deviate somewhat from the local reference structure, while the overall structure is still fundamentally correct. This occurs when the number of angle terms defined by the connectivity is sufficient to 'overwhelm' one or more distance terms. In general, the number of angle terms in highly-connected metal oxide SBUs will tend to force these structures to their 'ideal' geometries. A particular example of this occurs in paddlewheel structures, shown in Figure 5 where the four or eight (in the case of a pillared paddlewheel)
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• angle terms around each metal atom force the coplanarity of the metal and its four oxygen neighbours, such that the paddlewheel motif adopts D 4h symmetry. In this case, the metal atoms deviate by up to 0.3Å from their reference positions, but the oxygen positions are correct and the overall unit cell is also correct in two dimensions (assuming the metaloxygen axes lie parallel with two cell vectors) as shown in Figure 6 . Some error is made in the third dimension (along the pillar), though this is partially compensated by an opposite 17 error in the metal -pillar (nitrogen) distance. The follow-on effect of this local deviation on the cell parameters is thus variable, depending on the framework topology, the degree of distortion in the SBU (w.r.t the ideal, or highest symmetry SBU) and the identity of neighbouring SBUs. 
Atomic positions
While the small deviation of the lattice parameters from the experimental reference structures gives a high degree of confidence in the quality of the structure, it is also useful to consider the atomic positions. The UFF4MOF-optimized structures can be compared with the reference CoRE structures, by first scaling the optimized structure to the cell dimensions of the reference structure and then computing the RMSD of the atoms in each structure.
Recalling the tendency to converge to idealized geometries, we consider the accuracy of the atomic positions overall, for metal atoms specifically, for oxygen atoms that have a metal neighbour (which excludes oxygen atoms on linker molecules) and all other atoms (i.e. non-metal and not oxygens bound to metal atoms), which we assume to represent the linkers. The RMSD of each of these atom groups is shown in Figure 7 
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metric surface areas, which may be directly be compared to the analysis of Chung et al.
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As can be observed in Figure 9 , the pre-and post-optimisation surface areas follow a very similar distrubution, further supporting the quality of the optimized structures. Figure 9 : Gravimetric and volumetric surface areas of CoRE structures, as provided (blue) and after re-optimization using UFF4MOF in GULP (green). All surface areas were calculated using Zeo++ 59 with a probe radius of 1.86 (corresponding to N 2 ).
Atoms not found in CoRE
Noting some of the 'holes' in the newly-developed UFF4MOF parameters derived from CoRE 
Conclusions
We have further extended the Universal Force Field, providing parameters corresponding to metal atom environments found in the Computation-Ready Experimental (CoRE) Database.
The new parameters increase the number of CoRE structures that may be calculated with Figure 11 : Gravimetric and volumetric surface area of CoRE structures (blue) and functionalized structures. Structures were functionalized with 10% fluoride (green), 30% fluoride (red), 10% amine (aqua) or 30% amine (purple) functional groups and re-optimized.
UFF to 4892, more than double the 2281 that are possible using only the original UFF parameters while maintaining similar accuracy, with 95.0% of cell parameters being within 10%
of their experimental values. Where ambiguous geometries allow a metal to be described as either tetrahedral or octahedral, the availability of both parameters allows for the best fitting parameter to be employed. The new parameters may be added to any existing UFF implementation and may be used to provide high quality initial geometries of framework structures from the entire periodic table. As in the original derivation of UFF4MOF parameters, no partial charges were employed. It should be noted, though, that for the calculation of host-guest systems involving polar molecules partial charges may become necessary. In such cases, they can be added after calculation of the framework structure, e.g. using the
Ionizing Charge Equilibration (I-QEq) method.
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The strength and primary utility of UFF4MOF lies in rapid structure prediction. Following a UFF4MOF calculation, the structure and consequent geometrical features are immediately available for use in screening. 77 UFF4MOF naturally has the same accuracy limitations as the underlying UFF and we therefore recommend caution in employing UFF4MOF for the calculation of dynamic properties, for which it is not designed. 
